
Caution 

 
1. Inspect the roof racks before driving, make sure its safety. 

2. No speeding when have the roof tent, max speed donot exceed 

120KM/H 

3. Slow down when bump along the mountain road, under 

40KM/H 

4. Keep the tent on the roof center, the force bearing point should 

be approach the A B C pole of vehicle 

5. Attention the height , when driving on the Height Permitted 

road and underground parking. 

6. The roof rack should be beared 75KG dynamic behavior 

7. Take down the roof tend if you do not use it for a long time 

 

Please read carefully before using the roof tent, our company will 

not shoulder any responsibility if you do not follow the principle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Product feature 

 

1. Feature and use  

A. This tent is fastened on the roof of vehicle, open and close automatically by the air 

springs. 

B. Roof tent can be used on wet and muddy place  

C. Avoid the attack from animals, more safety than tent on ground. 

 

 

 

 

2. Material and size 

A. Frame is aircraft grade aluminum, link parts is virgin PA66 and stainless steel 

B. Fabric is 300D Oxford and PU 4000mm 

C. Size :L2220mm*W1340mm*H250mm 

Inner tent size : L2050mm*W2500mm*H1150mm 

Packing size :L2270mm*W1390mm*H300mm 

D. Tent N.W is 65kgs  

 

Installation method  

1. Verify the kind of roof rack  

Graph A is separated longitudinal rail;  Graph B is cross bar 

 

 

2. Graph A need install the cross bar like B , notice the cross section of the bar, make sure the 

small opening adown. (gaskets sequence : flat gasket-spring washer-nut) 

 

A B 



3. Lift the roof tent,  adjust its position . (notice vehicle can open the trunk) 

 

4. Fasten the screws in turn and put on the lids, inspect every fixed point carefully. (notice 

gaskets sequence : flat gasket-spring washer-nut) 

 

 

Product usage  

 

1. Take down the luggage on the roof tent, open the 2 lock-catches 

2. Unfix the ladder webbing, unfold ladder and open the tent carefully 

 

 

3. Keep the tent horizontal, Insert 2 pegs before ladder avoid slipping; fix the 2 support poles. 

4. Adjust the fly extendable rods to top, and the mid- extendable rods to longest. 

 

 

 



 

5. Clean up the tent ,  and reverse above operation to close the tent . 

Maintenance 

1. Tent should be air-drying before closed 

2. Up-right the tent if there have water in the aluminum tube  

 

 

Notice  

1. Take out the slipping bags and pillows when close the tent 

2. Scrubbing tent fabric with the wet rag, do not rub  

3. Inspect the roof tent and rack fixed point usually during long drives 

4. Do not play games in the roof tent when sleeping 

5. Tent must be closed and covered when driving 

6. Do not open the tent if have strong rainstorm 

7. Inspect every link parts immediately if have abnormal sound 

 

Fault solution 

Can not open :  check the fabric and aluminum frame clamping 

 


